Who does what?

Horizontal team

BEATRIZ PORRES
Head of unit

Mary BOGDZ
- Assistant to the HoU
- TEN Section & Bureau meetings

Baiba SPUNDE
- Assistant
- Financial manager

Administrators

Agota BAZSIK
- Energy
- PG on SGI

Giorgia BORDIGNON
- PG on Energy

Francesco NAPOLITANO
- Energy

Antonio RIBEIRO PEREIRA
- Transport
- PG on Transport

Maja RADMAN
- Transport
- Communication
- Data Protection

Aleksandra SARMAN GRILC
- Transport

Assistants

Alessandro RIZZI
- Telecommunication
- Space

New AD

Daniel MAKAY
- Assistant
- Financial manager

Vicentzia NEAGU
- Assistant

Virginie ANDRE
- Assistant

Maria Grazia RUOCCO
- Assistant